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  The Eye of Syl Michael Aguero,2023-02-06 A chance discovery could not have
come at a worse time… Diplomats running from one war stumbled across the
ghost of another. Deep within a remote ruin lies a forgotten treasure, an eye
plucked from a god, brimming with the power of a collapsing star. With war
still raging, the Triple Crown can spare little to investigate such rumors
and decides to wait. The College of Wintermoore and the Church of Builders
are not so patient. Rivals for centuries, each desires the knowledge of such
forgotten relics for themselves. The College puts together one team, of an
arrogant mage, an expendable con man, and a wiry ranger, while the Church
puts together another, of a famed paladin running from his past, and a young
chaplain with a secret of her own. A race is on, to win a danger none are
prepared to face, with the will of the gods as their trophy, and the fate of
the world hanging in the balance. Eye of Syl is the first book of the
Sylmanara trilogy, but can be read as a standalone novel. Filled with rich
characters, deep worldbuilding, and a sprawling, episodic plot, Eye of Syl is
a hidden gem waiting to be discovered. 
  World of warcraft - death knight ,2010
  Prophecy of the Kings - Book 3 David Burrows,2010-01-14 Astalus has
returned. He has found an Eldric spell book and, in particular, a spell to
summon dragons. The allies march north to confront the Trosgarthâ��s growing
might. Warrior priests can now communicate across the battlefield using their
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shaol, death knights have been resurrected, and in the air grakyn are
supported by a new threat â�� a demon/dragon hybrid. To make matters worse,
Astalus discovers that the power that Kaplyn recovered so long ago can open a
permanent gateway to the demon world. Drachar is finally free and his minions
will march from the very depths of hell. Astalus knows all of this through a
demon that has possessed him. The army marches to its fate, unaware of the
trap awaiting them. Prince Fiad leads them. Will he be the armyâ��s salvation
or damnation? The men mutter, uncomfortable in the knowledge that, at the
final battle, a king will not lead them against the tides of evil. Drachar is
poised, his death knights ready to tear the army apart.
  Dragons of the Hourglass Mage Margaret Weis,Tracy Hickman,2009-08-04
Between Chronicles and Legends, what made Raistlin aspire to godhood?
Raistlin Majere has become a Black Robe wizard and travels to Neraka, the
lord city of the Dark Queen, ostensibly to work for her, though in reality he
means to further his own quest for power. But Takhisis finds out that the
dragon orb has entered her city and sends her draconians to find and destroy
the wizard who has it in his possession. Before her agents can strike,
though, Raistlin finds out that Takhisis means to take control of all
wizardly magic. She has ordered Kitiara to set a trap for the Gods of Magic
on the Night of the Eye, when all the high-ranking wizards will be in Neraka
to celebrate. As the forces of light, with help from the good dragons, are
turning the tide of battle, Raistlin is forced to flee, for his foes are
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closing in on him. As the Dragon Highlords vie for the Crown of Power in the
Temple of the Dark Queen, Raistlin Majere wages his own desperate battle
against Takhisis in the dungeons below and meets again the brother he
betrayed. The fate of the world hangs in the balance.
  Identity and Collaboration in World of Warcraft Phillip Michael
Alexander,2018-03-25 Electracy and Transmedia Studies | Series Editors: Jan
Rune Holmevik and Cynthia Haynes. IDENTITY AND COLLABORATION IN WORLD OF
WARCRAFT tells the story of what happens when a Cherokee gamer, using a
storyteller’s perspective and a methodology built from equal parts Indigenous
tradition and current academic field knowledge, spends a year in what was at-
the-time the largest online video game in the world. Following from work by
James Paul Gee and Bonnie Nardi, Phillip Michael Alexander ventured forth
into the game world to see what someone who was a gamer long before he was an
academic might see in this same fascinating virtual space. In working with,
playing with, and sharing the stories of a ten-person “raid” group—players
performing at the highest level within the game—he set out to determine how
those gamers most invested in success built identities and communities. The
resulting work is a reader-friendly, theory-informed, virtual-boots-on-the-
virtual-ground look at how gamers craft in-game identities, find like-minded
gamers to form group identities, then organize to do staggering amounts of
work in a virtual world. For anyone who ever wondered what the appeal of
World of Warcraft is, Phillip Michael Alexander illustrates how some of the
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most active, most engaged, and most talented players spend their time in that
virtual world.
  Skeleton with a Heart Michael Chatfield,2020-01-27 He went by many names,
Guardian Legion Commander, the Tree Knight, A member of the Order of Light.
The Clan Spirit Champion, the Dragon Tamer, Phoenix Rider, shadow Whisperer
and Friend of the Fairies, oh, and Anthony. He died in a war forgotten,
removed from the history books. So he has rested for centuries in the dark.
And then. Someone had the audacity to wake him up from his nap! Come on, is
nothing sacred anymore?Aila Wranoris is a princess of the Underdark in the
Northern reaches of the Stoha Mountains. The Dark Elves have remained out of
the war that has ground to a halt between the Humans and the Beast-Kin. Now,
in their research they have found signs of mysterious 'doorways'. She is sent
to the Deepwood in the South, between the lands of Radal in the West held by
the humans and Selenus in the East, controlled by the Beast-Kin.And she just
woke up a Death Knight, though this one looks like he might have hit his
skull a few times and a heart beats within his chest.Their adventure has only
begun. Anthony! Put on your armor dammit! Stop using your ribs as a
Xylophone! You're freaking out the Dark Elf.Lets see if they can make it?
  World of Warcraft Chronicle Volume 3 BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT,2018-03-27
Blizzard Entertainment and Dark Horse Books are proud to present the third
installment of their bestselling World of Warcraft Chronicle series! Like its
predecessors, Volume III features beautiful full-color artwork by Peter Lee,
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Emily Chen, Stanton Feng, and other fan-favorite artists, as well as
intricately detailed maps and spot art by Joseph Lacroix. Bolster your
knowledge of Warcraft lore with this striking third volume!
  Amber and Iron Margaret Weis,2011-09-13 The world of Krynn is ever
changing, and even the gods can be taken by surprise. And if that’s true of
the gods, what chance can a mere mortal have? Caught up in forces none of
them could hope to face alone, a small but determined band of adventurers
come together in a desperate attempt to stop an invasion. Mina, as enigmatic
as ever, escapes imprisonment to set off on a quest that will test even her
considerable will. All the while, evil spreads across the land, gaining
ground with each new day. With so much at stake, with the very soul of Krynn
on the line, champions must be found even in the darkest places.
  Black Blooded Heart Joseph Barresi,2011-06-13 Valdimir...The Butcher of
Antamor...the First Dark Knight...Morith's Chosen. These are all titles of
the villanious Valdimir, a once proud and just knight of Arathon that had
once believed in protecting the innocent and punishing the wicked. The first
and only barbarian that ever became a knight, Valdimir had gained both fame
and respect during his time as knight. All that changed when tragedy struck
his life and he began to question his beliefs as a knight and began to turn
towards the Death Gods for guidance...most notably, the God of Death himself,
becoming his most devoted follower in life. Having been killed over 300 years
ago during the events of the novel The Curse of Silver Blood, Valdimir is
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brought back to life as a death knight, once again under the service of the
dreaded Death God. Valdimir's long absence from a hugely different world then
when he had once lived begins to cause him to question his faith once again,
even in death. In this gripping and emotional story, Valdimir's life as a
knight is fully described, as well as how he was raised from death itself to
once again serve the will of Morith. From his joining the knighthood, all the
way up to his grief stricken turn to the Death Gods, to the present time in
Arator where Valdimir awakens, Black Blooded Heart is a dark and moving tale
of a man who's soul has been tainted through life's brutal circumstances.
Will Valdimir once again bow down before Morith, or will he take his own
path...forging his own destiny in a new world that still freshly remembers
the atrocities and horrors he acted on in his former life?
  MMORPG: Rebirth of the Legendary Guardian 4 Anthology Flying Alone, Zhang
Yang was a professional gamer in the first and most fantastic game that
revolutionized the world: God¡¯s Miracle. A game where traditional knowledge
in RPGs did not matter anymore, players would have to manually target and
evade attacks, giving rise to a significant gap in skill between a
professional and an amateur gamer. Zhang Yang¡¯s downfall came a little too
soon. His girlfriend was snatched, his guild was harassed and disbanded, and
he was even driven to commit suicide! Jumping off the top floor of a hotel,
Zhang Yang seemed as though he was soaring like a phoenix. Little did he know
that the end of his life also signified his rise from the ashes!
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  Warcraft: Death Knight Dan Jolley,Rocio Zucchi,2009-12-01 An original story
set in the World of Warcraft universe that studies one of the newest classes
in the game - the Death Knight!
  Death Knight Dan Jolley,Rocio Zucchi,2010-03-24 Dans l'extension World of
Warcraft : Wrath of the Lich King du jeu vidéo mondialement connu, Thassarian
se présente comme l'un des rares chevaliers de la mort ayant résisté au
contrôle du Roi Liche. Bien qu'il ait retourné sa force contre son ancien
maître, il n'en reste pas moins craint et détesté par les forces de
l'Alliance. Beaucoup de joueurs ont accompagné Thassarian dans ses combats
contre les agents du Roi Liche dans Nordfendre, mais peu connaissent les
détails tragiques de son passé. WoW Death Knight, c'est l'histoire de
Thassarian, un récit qui révèle ses origines, ses motivations et ses secrets
les plus sombres...
  Death knight. World of Warcraft Dan Jolley,Rocio Zucchi,2010
  Death's Knight Jena Rey,Matthew T. Summers,2021-03-02
  Deathknight Andrew J. Offutt,1990 Falc of Risskor, Knight of the Order Most
Old and a humorless warrior, must keep his libido in check when he encounters
the beautiful one who has sworn to kill all the Knights of the Order Most Old
  World of Warcraft: Death Knight Dan Jolley,2019-10-15 In World of Warcraft:
Wrath of the Lich King, Thassarian is a renegade death knight, one of the few
of his kind to be free of the Lich King's control. Although Thassarian has
turned his incredible powers against his former master, he remains feared and
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despised by most of his Alliance allies. Countless players have aided
Thassarian in-game as he battles against the Lich King's agents in Northrend,
but few fans know the details of his former life. Death Knight is
Thassarian's story, a tale that reveals the origins, motivations, and darkest
secrets of Warcraft's newest incarnation of death knights.--Back cover
  Soul Hunter J. W. Walton,2011-08
  Knights of Dark Renown David Gemmell,2011-06-08 Once the legendary knights
of the Gabala defended the nine duchies. Their hearts were beautiful; their
armor was beyond compare. They were greater than princes, more than men. But
they were gone, disappeared through a demon-haunted gateway between worlds.
Only one held back -- Manannan, whose every instinct told him to stay. Now he
was the coward knight, and in torment. Murder and black magic beset the land.
Rumors circulated that the king was enchanted, changed, that his soul was
dead . . . and that a reign of terror was about to begin. Now Manannan
realized he would have to face his darkest fears: he had no choice but to
ride through that dreaded gate and seek out his vanished companions. And the
secret he would learn there would tear his soul apart . . . . A sharp,
distinctive medieval fantasy. Dramatic, colorful, taut. -- Locus
  The Rover ,1843
  The Works of Alfred Lord Tennyson, Poet Laureate Alfred Tennyson Baron
Tennyson,1892
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